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Datasheet
FAST AND SECURE CONTAINER DEPLOYMENT FOR CLOUD
Wayfinder provides operations teams with a way to deliver self-service capabilities to developers,
with a focus on security, cloud cost awareness and budgets. With access to a unified experience
across multiple cloud providers, Developers can simply provision cloud infrastructure that supports
their application delivery requirements, whilst knowing that DevOps and Platform Engineers have
put the right cost and security guardrails in place.
KEY USE CASES
1. Isolate project specific workloads through
automated cloud account provisioning, improving
your application and data security posture.
2. Deploy containerized applications to AWS,
Azure or GCP in a unified way, allowing teams
to innovate by using the right cloud for the job.
3. Distribute Terraform based self-service
capabilities to developer teams so they can selfserve cloud-based application dependencies
and deliver working application in minutes.
4. Enforce security best practices such as SingleSign-On, short-lived access and least privilege in
Kubernetes and Cloud.
WHAT MAKES WAYFINDER DIFFERENT

Build for MultiCloud
Wayfinder is fully aligned
to AWS, Azure and GCP,
meaning that all the
heavy lifting for building
a well architected
foundation for public
cloud has been done.
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Fully integrated cloud
security
Manage access simply
with integrated cloud
security best practices.
Use Single-Sign-On to
federate across cloud and
Kubernetes easily with
least privilege and shortlived access.

Developer self-service
cloud capabilities

True cloud cost control

Get to market quickly
or migrate on-premise
applications into the
cloud with cloud-focused
developer self service
capabilities. Have a
working cloud deployed
application
in minutes.

Help teams see and
understand the cloud
costs as they are iterating
through to production.
Good insights drive good
behavior. If costs need
to be managed, budgets
can be assigned to help
control costs suitably.
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The ONLY fully integrated public cloud
container solution
DEEP INTEGRATION WITH THE PUBLIC CLOUDS
Wayfinder is available in the AWS, Azure
and GCP Cloud Marketplaces, where it
will automatically install into your cloud
account in a secure way, adhering to
cloud best practices.
From that point on, everything is
cloud-centric and focuses on
providing Kubernetes and Cloud
Services in a way that meets all cloud
well-architected standards.
Wayfinder operates in credential-less
mode for improved security, eliminating
the risk of credential theft or prolonged
privilege access.
By giving teams automatic access to an
isolated cloud account for their business application workloads, Wayfinder makes it quick and simple to
modernize or migrate workloads to the cloud. Isolating appropriate workloads also eliminates operational
challenges such as noisy neighbor and reduces the attack surface of security breaches.
»

When cloud provisioning is enabled, all provisioned accounts operate in a credential-less way with
least privilege throughout

»

Workloads for in-cluster services adhere to security principles of:
• Least privilege by using cloud workload identities
• Short-lived access - assume a privileged role in a time bound way
• Accurate RBAC Kubernetes privileges for users, teams and service accounts
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DEPLOY ACROSS MULTIPLE CLOUDS
Wayfinder gives you a unified way for teams to deploy containerized
workloads and their cloud dependencies across all major cloud-managed
Kubernetes services:
Public Clouds
• Amazon Web Services with EKS
• Google Cloud Platform with GKE
• Azure Cloud with AKS

KUBERNETES IN-CLUSTER CLOUD COMPONENTS
Wayfinder provides Kubernetes in-cluster cloud components to make scaling and delivering
application outcomes simple.

APPLICATION OUTCOMES THROUGH KUBERNETES ADD-ONS

• Cert manager for automated certificate
management for in-cluster applications
• Auto-scaling in the cloud scaling to meet user
demand in AWS, Azure and GCP.
• External DNS used for driving application
endpoints for customers or applications to
consume simply.
• NGINX Ingress Controller used for routing
traffic to applications easily, reducing cloud load
balancer costs.
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Make container application delivery
simple and secure
Until now, project teams were often blocked waiting on DevOps resources to set up cloud accounts,
Kubernetes clusters, application environments, team access controls and application cloud
dependencies such as databases, queues or object storage. Now DevOps can focus on building
central secure self-service capabilities, putting in the right cost and security guardrails around
teams and making sure all environments in use have consistent monitoring, logging and continuous
integration and delivery solutions in place.
Detailed visibility

Ship containerized applications
to any major cloud

Teams, DevOps and Security
specialists can ask questions of the
Kubernetes estate such as:
1. Where have versions of 		
applications diverged
2. What policies are in place on
this environment
3. What was the last deployment
to production
4. Where do I have weak RBAC 		
permissions

Connect into any of the big
three cloud providers, allowing
teams to have their own isolated
secure environment to ship their
applications to.

Collaborate on cloud
delivery as a team
Create, manage and organize your
team with workspaces - making
it simple to provision and manage
cloud and Kubernetes infrastructure
as well as user access.

*COMING SOON*

Make container
simple and secure

Distribute in-cluster
applications as a fleet
Make sure all clusters get the same
in-cluster capabilities in a repeatable
and automated way whether existing
or newly provisioned clusters.

Cloud cost awareness
and budgets

Simple kubernetes
management

Teams can keep track of how much
they are spending in the cloud,
making them more cost conscious
as well as setting budgets.

DevOps define cluster blueprints
for teams to self-serve from. They
can also allow for overrides for
common use cases in the blueprints
to allow for edge case situations in a
controlled way.

Policy and Governance

Self-service cloud resources
for application dependencies

Drive security based policies across
all clusters and environments to
ensure that teams are adhering to
organizational security standards.
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DevOps can use Terraform to build
common application dependencies
such as databases & centrally
distribute them to all teams as a selfservice capability within Kubernetes,
eliminating developer wait time.
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Real World Examples
A new project has started in an organization and they want to modernize an existing
business application and quickly move it from their on-premise datacenter to the cloud.
THE WAYFINDER ADMIN:
1.
		

Connects Wayfinder into the business cloud provider such as
AWS, Azure or GCP

2.
		

Sets up Single-Sign-On into the main organizations identity 		
provider (Gmail, Active Directory etc.)

3.
		
		

Makes changes to the Kubernetes blueprint template
if necessary, as well as defines development and
production stages

4.
		

Defines sensible security policies such as
non-root user containers

5.
		

Provisions self-service cloud capabilities using the packages
functionality and makes cloud services searchable by developers

6.
		

Defines a networking CIDR, if needed, to prevent
network overlaps

A DEVELOPER ON A PROJECT:
1.

Signs into Wayfinder with Single-Sign-On

2.
		

Creates a cloud space for the team to create 		
cloud resources and environments

3.
		

Provisions a cluster in the default cloud using the
Admin Kubernetes template

4.
		

Creates an environment for their applications to
deploy into

5.
		

Searches and provision an application cloud 		
dependency, such as a database, for their app

6.
		

Deploys applications to their environment 		
using short-lived access, referencing the database

7.
		

Defines a service that automates the creation 		
of DNS and an encrypted endpoint for the application

8.
		

Has a customer ready application for users
to consume
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Where Wayfinder fits in your
organizational tool stack
Wayfinder focuses on enabling Developer and Operations teams to operate efficiently and
integrates with their existing technologies.
Use any CI and CD system to deploy infrastructure
or applications as code
Use GitOps workflows to iterate on policy,
infrastructure and Wayfinder components
Bring your own monitoring solution and use fleet
package management to deploy it across all clusters
Bring your own logging solution and use fleet
package management to deploy it across all clusters
consistently
Sway Wayfinder in-cluster components with your
own business solutions where needed
Integrate Wayfinder into your existing Terraform
infrastructure to enable Kubernetes cloud resource
self-service
Integrate monitoring into Wayfinder’s provided
metric stream

Key Features
Escalate privilege and short-lived access
All cluster, cloud and environment access is
managed by escalating privilege in a timebound way. Protect sensitive workloads by
defining policy on how long privileges can
be escalated for.

Bring your own cloud account
If you don’t want Wayfinder to autoprovision cloud accounts for teams; you can
attach an existing account without the need
to provide cloud credentials.

Multi-tenancy support
Share Kubernetes clusters globally or with
specific teams to help save costs where
needed.

Ephemeral clusters and environments
Teams can destroy clusters
and environments repeatedly with
time-bound destruction or on-demand
termination, helping with cloud cost and
repeatability.

Bring your own cluster
Attach existing Kubernetes clusters to
Wayfinder to enable self-service and cluster
management capabilities.

Cloud budget control
Set budgets across environments to help
control cloud spend as teams iterate into
production.

Cloud Support

Kubernetes Support

Amazon Web Services
Google Cloud Platform
Microsoft Azure Cloud
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Elastic Kubernetes Service
Google Kubernetes Engine
Azure Kubernetes Service
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